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INTERIM OPINION 

I. Summary of' Decision 

In this interim opinion, we adjust· San Diego Gas. &: 
Electric's (SDG&E) Energy Cost Adjustmen~ Clause (ECAC) rate, Annual :, 
Energy Rate (A:ER)p and ElectriC Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (ERAM) 
rate. The calculated adjustments would produee a net reduction Of, [ 
revenue 0"£ $65.5 million. However, in Decision (D.) 83-11-091 
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issued November 22, 1983, we already have ordered SDG&E to lower its 
ECAC rate to reduce revenues by $38.9 million. That reduction was 
ordered to offset a rate increase allowed for SONGS Unit. 2' .. 
Accordingly, at this time we pass through to the ratepayer only the 
re::aining $26.6 mi.llion. 

We find SDG&E to have been unreasonable i,n entering. into 
the 1979 Restated Agreement with Tesoro·. An appropriate d.isallowance 
will be determined after further hearings. 

II. Introduction 

Application CA.) 83-07-16 is SDG&E's ECAC and AE·R forecast 
for the period beginning November 1, 1983. 

After SDG&E filed the application" the Commission issued 
D.S3-0S-048 in Order Instituting Investigation (OIl) 82'-04-02, which 
established a new 92% ECAC/8% AER split for SDG&E and ordered 
proportional inclusion of all. energy costs in both the '. ECAC rate and 

tt the AER. The decision also set the interest, rate for Bankers' 
Acceptances as SDG&E's carrying cost on oil in inventory. 

On September 7, 1983, the Commission issued D.83-0·9-0,07 in 
A.82-02'-40 and. A.82-03-63, which adjusted. SDG&E's. ECAC rate and AER 

to reflect the ratemak1ng treatment of San Onofre Nuclear Generating 
Station' (SONGS) Unit 2. 

SDG&E modified its showing to reflect the effects of both 
D.83-0S-048 and. D.S3-09-007. 

A prehearing conference ~ w"as held. on August 15, 1.9'83. 
'!wen~y-rour d.ays of evid.entiary hearing were held. from August2S, 
1983 to November 28, 1983. SDG&E presented eleven witnesses" and, 
staff presented. five. 
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Opening briefs were due December 16, 1983 and reply briefs, 
on December 23, 1983. Staff requested a one week extension o·f time 
which was granted. SDG&E and the City of San Diego (City) timely 
filed opening briefs on December 23, 1983. Stafr !"iled its opening 
brief on the Tesoro Suspension Agreement on December 27, 1983. 
Staff filed a supplementary brief covering the forecast issues on 
January 3, 1984. SDG&E filed a reply brief on January 5, 198:4. 

III. Issues 

The issues raised by A.83-07-16 are impor~ant and varied. 
The usual forecast issues, i.e., prediction of SDG&E's energy costs, 
for the period November 1, 1983 to October 3:1, 1984 must be 
addressed. This annual endeavor to estimate test year Oil, gas, 
pu~chased power, nUClear, and other energy costs overshadows-the 
biennial general rate proceedings since SDG&E' s, energy. costs are 
most of' the utility's total operating costs. In add'1tion, the e increase of the AER from 2~ to 8~ of SDG&E' s energy cos·ts quadrupled 
the amount of energy expense that is recovered through a base rate 
based on test year estimates. Consequently, the estimates o·f 
SDG&E's energy costs to be adopted in our forecast are mo·re· 
important than before. 

A.83-01-16 also includes a reasonableness -review of the 
period July 1, 1982 to April 30, , 983. SDG&E is required to, come 
forward with percipient witnesses,and show that the management of 
its energy expense in the review period was "prudent and 
reasonable." While the staff generally ide,ntifies several 
reasonableness issues, intervenors'frequently develop and· pursue 
their own issues through the hearing and briefin& pro~ess. Thus, 
all of the reasonableness issues often are not well-defined uritil 
the proceeding has been submitted. 
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The C¢mmission also held over from the' prior 
reasonableness review proceeding for SDG&E, A.S2-08,-014·~ the matter 
of the Tesoro Suspension Agreement. Extens1 ve hearings, wer-e held i'n 
A.82-08-014 in which SD&GE, stafr, and Tesor-o-Alaskan Petr-oleum 
Corporation (Tesoro) presented witnesses on the Tesoro· Suspension 
Agreement. However, the Commission deferred a decision to this 
proceeding and directed the staff to investigate further the 
circumstances surrounding the negotiation of the Suspension 
Agreement so the Commission would know more about the nego,tiation 
process before ruling on the agreement. 

During hearing on the present application, the City arg~ed 
that not only the Suspension Agreement entered into· in 1982 but also 
the underlying 1979 Restated Agreement 'between Tesoro and SDG&E was 
at issue. The City pointed out that prior Commission decisions 
expressly held the 1979 record period open for review by the staff' 
or intervenors. (See D.91106, 2 CPUC 2d 572, 576-577, issued' 
Decem'ber 19, 1919 and D.91545, 3 CPUC 2d '503, issued ,April 15'-
1980.) The City then re~uested that SDG&E provide a witness on the 
1979 Restated Agreement. The p.residing administrative law judge 
(ALJ) ruled in favor of the City and ordered SDG&E t~ present a 
witness and further testimony on the 1979 Restated Agreement. SDG&E 
filed a motion to overturn the ALJ"s ruling but provided a witness 
under- protest. We affirm the ALJ's ruling and. consider the 1979 
Restated Agreement to 'be within tlle, scope of this reasonableness 
review as clearly stated in our prior decisions~ Furthermore, we 
consider any discretionary action by utility management which 
directly affects energy expenses incurred. in the record period to, be 
within the scope-of our reasonableness review even if the action was 
taken before the record period. SDG&E's motion to overturn the 
ALJ's ruling is denied. 
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, 
In summary, the areas at issue in A.83-07-16 consist o,f' 

(1) the appropriate forecast for the November " , 983' to October 3:,', 
1984 period (forecast period), (2) the reasonableness review of the 
July'" 1982 to April 30, 1983 period (record period), (3:) the, 
Tesoro Suspension Agreement, and (4) the 1979 Restated Agreement 
between SDG&E and Tesoro. 

Despite the extended hearing scheol,lle, evidence and 
testimony on the record period was not received. So, fUrther 

hearings will be held for this Area (2). In this Interim Opinion, 
we will ad.dress the forecast issues and decide the reasonableness of 
the Tesoro Suspension Agreement as well as the 1979 Restated 
Agreement. 

IV. ECAC/AER Forecast 

As discussed earlier, SDG&E's forecast showing was 
adjusted several times throughout the proceeding to account for the e effects of Commission decisions issued after the application was 

, filed. The last update was received. as Exhibit 43, which shows: a 

net revenue reduction of $57.3 million. This estimated reduction is, . 
based upon an ECAC rate decrease of .311¢/kWh, an.AER increase of 
.1S1¢/kWh, and an Electric Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (ERAM) rate 
decrease of .426¢/kWh. 

The centerpiece of SDG&E's forecast presentation is 
Exhibit 4 which explains the forecast resource mix. The resource 

~ 

mix was developed in the following manner: 
1. SDG&E's Economic Research & Forecasting 

Department developed an electric sales 
estimate for the forecast period using an 
econometric model which estimates avera'ge 
l,lse by customer type and customer 
additions by quarter. From this sales 
estimate, SDG&E derived a system energy 
requirement of 12,140 Gigawatthours 
(GWHR). ' 
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2. SDG&E's Eleotric Operations Department 
developed a Rurehased energy estimate based 
on historical trends and existing; oontraots 
with other utilities. (Also, see Exhibit 
22.) . 

3· SDG&E's Nuclear Department developed an 
estimate of SONGS generation with the operator, 
Southern California Edi~on (SeE.). 

4. The above data then was entered into SDG&E's 
production costing program which accounts for 
unit heat rates, oapacity factors, forced 
outages, spinning reserve requirements, planned 
maintenanoe, and resouroe additions in 
determining SDG&E's fossil generation 
requirements. This program is a computer 
simulation of SDG&E's system. 

5. The maximum amount of ga~ available to ~ is 
derived from the product~on costing program's 
prediction of fossil generation requirements. 

5. SDG&E's Gas Planning Department then provides 
its prediction of the. level of service SDG&E 
should expect from its supplier, the Southern 
California Gas Company (SoCal). 

7. Next, any fossil generation requirements whioh 
oannot be met by burning gas are assumed to be 
tlet by low sulfur residual oil (LSFO) burn 
unless addiiional oil burn is require~r 
inventory control •. 

8. SDG&E calculated its required LSFO inventory 
level using three methodologies and.·selected. an 
average inventory level for the foreoast 

. period. 
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SDG&E considered the level of LSFO deliveries 
under its Hawaiian Independent Refinery' 
Incorporated (SIRI) contract in the forecast 
period, determined tha~ contract deliveries 
exceeded its LSFO requirements by 1-1.3 million 
barrels, and evaluated the most economiC 
disposal method, i.e., burn, store, sell, 
underlift, etc. SDG&E decided that the 
projected excess should be burned. 
Finally, SDG&E derived a resource mix with its 
production cost program after including the 
effect of the LSFO inventory control burn which 
the program otherwise would not have 
projected. The resulting resource mix which 
includes SONGS Unit 2 generation is as 
follows: 

Resource GWHR % of Total Mix 

Purchased Energy 5,074.2 41.79 
>,."',"<. 

Nuclear Generation 1,.335.3 ' :~.".:, 11.00 
Natural Gas 3,S13·.3 . 

':~ ... 
31.41 

Diesel Oil 0.2 0.00· 
LSFO 1,91S.7 , 5·. 8:0" 

Total 12,141 .. 7 100.00 

SDG&E did not include SONGS Unit 3 generation in the' 
forecast resource mix as nuclear generation becaus'e the. impact of that 
facility?s commercial operation on the ECAC rate and the AER in the 

forecast' period will be examined in the rate base offset p,roceed1ngs .. . . 
(Natural gas is used as the "avoided cost" proxy f'o·r the expected 
SONGS Unit 3 generation in the above resource mix.) 
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SDC&E's forecast process was examined throughout the 
he:;lring, semetimes in minute detail. SDC&E was required to. sup.plement 
its eriginal shewing with additicna1 testimony cn its' purehased power 
estimate, SONGS Unit 2 prejeeted eapacity facter, and BIR! eontract 
obligatiens. The ~taff and the City were given ampleo.pportunity to 
cress-examine SDC&E's witnesses, to. cenduet further discevery, 'and if 
desired t.e present additiena1 witnesses_ This time-censuming 
procedure was permitted in recegnition ef the increased impo-rtance of 
the forecast underlying the AER. 

Only a few issues related to. SDG&Efs ferecast emerged in the 
briefs submitted by the parties. First, SDy&E ana staff disagree en, 
the apprepriate level cf LSFO inventory. Second,'SDG&E and staff 
differ co. the predicted capacity factor for SONGS Unit 2. Last, staff 
centends that the HIRI centract and the related Chevron transpertatien 
agreement will impese excessive and unwarr.anted cests en the 
ratepayer; hewever, staff does net make a}specifie pro.posal of 
disallcwance 0.1." ether Ccmmission acticn.these differences when 
cembined amount to a total difference of enly $2.206 million 0.1." .4%. 
The AER pertion cf this, difference is orlly $176,477. (Exhi b'i t 47, 
p.'.) We ccnclude that the parties essentiall~ now agree that. SDG&E's 
forecast reseurce mix is reasenable. Accordingly, we substantially 
adopt SDG&E's forecast rescurce mix. 

Despite our adopticn cf SDG&E's ferecast, we must emphasize 
tha t SDC&E' s management of 92% of its energy costs in the forecast· 
pericd will be subject to. reascnableness review in a forthceming 
proceeding. The purpose of the forecast and the derived. AER is to 
predict as best we can what SDG&E's energy ccsts will be at this 
single point in time and to. set a base rate for 8%, of these eosts in 
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the AER. SDG&E will retain the difference between the AER revenue and 
as or its actual energy costs within its earnings cap limitation of 
.:!:. 120 basis points. SDG&E should have some incentive to, lower costs 
because the larger AER is in effect. 

In choosing a forecast now ~ we are not in any way end'ors:tog 
SDG&E's "plan of action" for the forecast period. Rather, .we are 
troubled by several aspects of SDG&E's Fuel Management Plan as . 
presented in its testimony. We will comment on several of our 
concerns now to alert SDG&E and the other parties that we intend to. 
closely examine SDG&E's fuel management decisions in the. next 
reasonableness review proceeding. 

First, we are concerned with the constraints that'the HlRI 
contract has placed on SDG&E. The contract forces SDG&E to. burn 
volumes of LSFO beyond.,the volumes called for under Efficiency 
Dispatch or the utility's generation system. The contract also 
prevents SDG&E from switching to Incremental Cost Dispatch which is 
SDG&E's lowest cost dispatch method. Moreover, we are aware that BIRl· 
is willing to. negotiate an underlift of the contract volumes. Limited 
negotiations between SDG&E and HIRI have already occurred .. Thus,. SDG&E 
has an opportunity to reduce its LSFO burn. Despite the forego,ing" 
SDG&E insists that an underlift will not occur in the forecas,t period. 

We question SDG&E's continuing belief that a long-term LSFO 
supply is the only "reasonable course of action." The alleged 
benefits of SDG&E's long-term LSFO contracts have failed to. 

" . 

materialize while the cost of these agreements has been instrumental 
in SDG&E charging one of the three highest electric re~a11 prices .in, 
the country. We expect SDG&E to aggressively pursue all available 
options in solving its LSFO oversupply problem as' well as the 
aSSOCiated Chevron transportation charges. We repeat that SDG&E's 
management in this area will. be scrutinized and questioned. 
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Second, we remain concerned about SDG&E's calculation of an 
appropriate LSFO inventory. SDG&E's analysis again relies upon t!t. 

worst case scenario. The analysis is based only upon the uti11ty t s 
ability to replenish its LSFO inventory in an emergency situation. No 
consideration was given by SDG&E to other resource options such as 
purchased power. While SDG&E maintains that the oil-order option is 
not the only option SDG&E management could choose, it is the only 
option SDG&E considered in determining its minimum winter and summer 
LSFO inventories.. Furthermore, as pOinted out by staff' witness 
Danner? SDG&E's analysis does not attempt ~o· arrange the schedule of 
oil deliveries to coincide with the required oil burn.. Focusing only 
upon this single scheduling factor, Danner was able to derive an 
average LSFO inventory 400,000 barrels lower than SDG&E's. This 
limited study by Danner shows that affirmative action by SDG&E 
management can substantially reduce the level of' SDG&E's LSFO 
inventory.. We choose to adopt Danner's inventory level of' 1,006,000 e barrels 'because we are convinced that SDG&E t S analysis. does not 
adequately consider affirmative management action in an emergency 
situation .. 

Finally, "'{e choose to adopt staff's capacity fact·or for 
SONGS Unit 2. The statf has used the same capacity f'act·or that was 
used to adjust SCE's ECAC rate and AER. We see no reason why a 
different number should be used for SDG&E. 

In summary, we adopt SDG&E's entire forecast, apart from its 
requested LSFO inventory level and SONGS Unit 2 capacity factor. The 
ECAC rate decrease of .. ~5¢/kWh and AER increase of .174¢/kWh are 
shown in Table 1 .. These rate adjustments combined With an ERAM rate 
decrease of .. 426¢/kWh amount to a net reduction of revenue of about ./ 
$65.5 million as compared to SDG&E's requ.est of $57.~ million. The 
di:f'1"erence 01" $8.2 million is due to our adoption of a lower LSFO 

. 
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inventory level ($1.4 million), SONGS Unit 2 capacity factor (.8 
million)? and the removal of Tesoro l.lnderlift payments ($6 million) 
from the total expenses. Recovery of the Tesoro l.lnderlift payments· 
wilt be add.r-essed in the next section of this decision'~ 

Consistent with our recent decision in SDG&E's general rate 
case (D.83-12-065) the System Average Percentage Change Method will be 
u~ed to allocate the revenue changes flowing from thi~ decision am~ng 
customer classes. 

- 11 
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Table 1 

ECAC-AER Derivation 

Purchased Energy 
Nuelear Generation 
:N a tural Gas 
Diesel Oil 
LSFO 

Subtotal Fuel and Purchased Energy 
Plus New Albion Resources 
Plus Variable Wheeling Expenses 
Underli~t Payments (Chevron Transp.) 
Carrying Cost of Oil In Inventor,r 

Total Expenses 
ECAC - 9Z' 
AER - 8% 
ECAC o!tset rate decrease 
ECAC balancing rate deerease 
ECAC rate decrease eAD: increase 
Adopted AER 

- 12 -

M$ -
200,527.,0 
18,090~0' 

2'17.269·} 
. 34~0': 

114,680.0 
550,600.} 

1 ,6·10.; 
2' ,05,9. :;. 

928:.185-
4~ 17~.98 

55,~}7 .165-
514,624'.195 
44,749~970 

.;20¢/kWh . 

.06$¢/kWh 

.~85¢/kWh 

.174¢/kWh 
• 429¢/kWh'" 
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v. 1979 Restated Agreement 

SDG&E entered into the orig1nal agreement with Tesoro in 
July, 1974. The original agreement provided SDG&E with maximum LSFO 

. deliveries of 10,000 barrels/day (bbl/d) from 1975 'to 1980 and 5,000 
bbl/d in 1981. This agreement was executed after the Commission 
encouraged the electric utilities to enter into long-term contracts 
with LSFO suppliers. (D.8193,1 issued September 25, 1973,. 75 CPUC, 
713.) 

The or1ginal agreement was amended on February' 50, 1976" 
(Amendment No. 1) and on January 16, 1978 (Amendment No·. 3"). After 
Amendment No. 3 took effect, the maximum contract volumes had d.oubled 
to 20,000 bbl/d from 1978 to 1980 and to 10,000 bbl/day in 1981. 

On January 1, 1979, the Restated Agreement took effect .. 
" 

Under the Restated Agreement, SDG&E was 'o'bligated to receive"7 ,000 
bbl/d in 1979 and 1980, 18,000 bbl/d in 1981, 16,000 bbl/d in 1982, 
and. 7,000 bbl/d in 1983. The Restated Agreement lowered contract 
deliveries in 1979 and 1980 by 3,000 'o'ol/d but increased contrac't 
deliveries by 8,000 bbl/d in 1981, 16,000 bbl/d'in 1982, and J,OOO 
bbl/d in 1983. This renegotiation increased SDG&E's total con'tract 
deliveries from Tesoro by 9,1250,000 barrels. 

SDG&E maintains that the Restated Agreement seemed 
reasonable in late 1978. At that time, SDG&E's oil inventories had 
reached maximum operating levels due to the unexpected availability 
of natural gas and purchased energy,_ In addition, the disposal ,cost 
of LSFO in the spot market exceed.ed. the economic benefit of burning 
natural gas. Accordingly, SDG&E tried to negotiate a reduction of ' 
contract VOlumes with Tesoro- so that the utility ,COUld burnava11able 
natural gas. 

r 
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TesO'rO' was unwilling to negotiate any volume reductiO'ns 
unless SDG&E wO'uld agree to' a long-term extension of the cO'ntract. 
SDG&E tried to' evaluate the 'benefits of a shor-t-ter-m reduction in 

. LSFO deliveries against the risks of a contract extension beyond 1981. 
SDG&E assert.s that. during this :period the long-term outlook 

for natural gas as a powerplant fuel was very peSSimistic. For 
example, the 1977-1980 Califernia Gas Repo'rts showed levels of 
servic"e to' P-5 custO'mers to' be below 20~ in 1982-19'83:. SDG&E 
believed that little or no powerplant gas would' be available in the 
early 1980's. 

Because ef these pessimistic gas availability for-ecasts p 

SDG&E's pr-ejectiens of long-ter-m LSFO requirements were incr-eased. 
These prejectiens were revised in November, 1978. to perform an 
analysis O'f the contr-act changes being negetiated with Tesoro. The 
revised prO'jections showed that SDG&E's LSFO requirements ha~ a ·751 
p:"obabili ty of net exceed.ing 13.S. millien barrels in 1979', 13.7 
milliO'n barrels in '980, 13.9 millien bar-rels in 1981, '1.2 million 
barrels in 1982, and 9.9 millien barrels in 1983. SDG&E claims the 
above fer-ecasted requirements exceeded the centractual cemmitments 
the utility was considering at that time. 

In the utility'S View, the Restated Agreement enabled SDG&E 
to reduce its LSFO velumes in the short-term and to' accept more 

natural gas as it became available in 1979 and 1980. In r'eturn fcr 
this shO'rt-term benefit, SDG&E expO'sed itself to' what' was then 
perceived as "a relatively insignificant pcssibility that LSFO supply 
wculd exceed requirements in 1982 and 1983'." 

• I , 

In addition, SDG&E pCints cut that HIRI, the utility's 
other supplier, had at times declared the', possibility cf' a fe,rce 
majeure reductien O'f contract velumes. SDG&E asserts that the 
Restated Agreement gave SDG&E in Tesero, a LSFO supplier d.ependent cn 
demestic sources of crude in ad.ditien to' BIRI, a supplie:", dependent 
on fO'reign sources. 
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SDG&E's fuel procurement strategy at that t.ime: was to· 
depend on the spot market for no more than 5-10~ of'LSFO 
requirements. Thus, using the utility's November, , 978:, revised 

" . projections of LSFO requirements, SDG&E' s strategy called' fo,r a firm 
contract supply of 12.2-12.8 million barrels in 1979, 12'.3-;3.0 
million barrels in 1980, 12.5-13.2 million barrels in 1981, 10.1-10.6 
million barrels in 1982, and 8.9-9.4 million barrels in ~'1983. The 
balance of the forecast requirements could be ob,tained· on the spot 
market or from other resources. 

Under the Restated Agreement, SDG&E agreed to, receive from 
Tesoro about 6.2 million barrels of LSFO in 1979 and 1980, 6.6 
million barrels in 1981, 5.8 million barrels in 1982', and 2.6, million 
barrels in 1983. 

SDG&E's witness Watkins testified that SDG&E's contract 
with HIRI provided 14,000 bbl/d through 1984. This is equivalent to 
5.1 million barrels per year. A tabulation of these contract volumes e shows that SDG&E's firm contract volumes with the Restated A:greement 
exceed 90-95% of its forecast LSFO requirements only in 1982'. 

90-95% of Forecast Restated HIRI 
Year LSFO ReqUirements Tesoro, Volumes Volumes -

(millions of barrels) 
1979 12.2-12.8' 6.2 5;.1 

1980 12.3-13.0 &.2 5.1 
1981 12.5-13.2 6 •. 6 . 5.1 
1982 10.1-10.6 5.8· 5.1 
1983 8.9- 9.4 2.6 5.1 

However, Watkins neglected. to mention that at the, time negotiations with 

Tesoro were occurring, the BIRI contract volumes could have been 

increased at the utility'S option from 14,000 bbl/d' to 28,8'00 bbl/d upon 
two years' written notification. ,(Amendment No.7 dated May 1.0, 1978,.) 
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1'hercforc~ SDG&E could have relied upon a range of 5.1-10.5 million 
barrels from HIRI in, 1981-1983. However, instead of relying upon the 
HIRI option, SDG&E chose to extend the Tesoro agreement from 1981 to /' 
1983. Another tabulation of SDG&E's contract volumes before the 
Restated Agreement shows that firm contract volumes did no~ exceed 90-

95% of forecast LSFO requirernents from 1979 to 198J. 

Year -
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 

Tesoro Volumes 
90-95% Forecast Before R~stated 

HIRI Volumes wi 
Op,tion to, 

Increase Deliveries LSFO Reguirements ' Agreement 
_________ (millions of barrels ) __________ _ 

12.2-12.8 
12.3-13.0 
12.5-13.2 
10.1-10.6, 

8.9-:9. 4 

7.3 
,7.3 
3.65 

5,.1 

5. 1 

5.1.-10.5 
5.1";10.~ 

5-. , ~ 10.'5 : 

After comparing these, tabulations ~ we conclude that' although e SDG&E was able to reduce 'Contract' volumes in 1919 and 1980 by entering 
into the Restated Agreement with Tesoro, these short-term reductions 
were more than offset by the increased ·volume obligations in 198·,-
1983. SDG&E paid a heavy price since it in effect substituted a 
flexible option to call upon HIRI to deliver increased volumes 
extension of an inflexible take-or-pay agreement with Tesoro. 

would pay very dearly for this substitution. From these facts 

for the
SDC&E 

alone, 

we conclude that SDG&E's decision to enter into the Restat~d Agreement 

reflects extremely poor management judgment. 
What benefits did SDG&S expect to receive under the Restated 

Agreement.? SDG&E estimated at the, time that just $500,000 in fuel 
savings would result from the ,vo~ume reductions in 1979 and 1980 •. This 
projected benefit does not equal the risk of excess LSFO in 1~8'-'983 
that SDG&E assumed under the Restated Agreement. 

- 16 -
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SDG&E's own economic analysis of the Restated Agreement's 
benefits demonstrates that the modest fuel savings were not worth 
extension of the agreement. Watkins testified that .in app-rovingtbe 
Restated Agreement he had specifically relied upon Enclosure 1 of the 
utility'S economic analysis.. Enclosure 1 showed the probability that 
SDG&E would have excess LSFO under the Restated Agreement in the years 
1979-i9B3. After reviewing Enclosure 1, Watkins said. the Restated 
Agreement reduced the risk of excess LSFO in 1979' by about 50% since 
the graph indicated an approximate 80% probability of excess LSFO 
without the Restated Agreement and only a 30% p·robability of excess 
LSFO with the Restated Agreement. Upon closer examination, the 
probability difference is about 40% rather than 50%.. Nonetheless, we 
agree that the Restated Agreement substantially red.uced tbe risk of 

, . 
excess LSFO in 1979 according to Enclosure 1. A similar analysis for 
1980 shows that the Restated Agreement reduced the probability o·f 
excess LSFO in that year oy aoout 10%. However, Enclosure 1 also. shows 
that extension of the Tesoro Agreement through 1983 had the effect of' 
increasing the probability of excess LSFO in 1981 ~Y 15% and in 1982 by 
35%. Thus, SDG&E's own probabilistic analYSis in Enclosure 1 showed at 
best marginal benefits from the Restated Agre,ement. Clearly, Watkins 
and the rest of SDG&E's management-were concerned only about a short-
term solution to the LSFO oversupply problem.. Inadeq,uate consideration 
was given to the added risk of excess LSFO in later years that the 
Restated Agreement created. 

Why did SDG&E enter into the Restated Agreement? We conclude 
after a careful review of the evid.ence and t~stimony that SDG&Ewas 
trying to avoid Commission assessment of a $1/bb1 penalty for the 
rejection of available gas in 1979 and 1980. The memorand.a attached as 
Appendix D to Exhibit 44 have several references to· the poss.1bility of' 
a $1/'0'01 penalty. 
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"In oreer to make the ratepayer indifferent 
as.to whether fuel oil would be burned in 
preference to cheaper natural gas t a $1/bol 
penalty could be levied by the CPUC for 
every barrel equivalent of gas rejected." 

"In. order to make the ratepayer indifferent 
as to whether oil would be burned in 
preference to cheaper natural gas, a $1 
penalty could be leVied by the CPUC for 
every BBLR of natural gas rejected. A fifty
fifty chance of such a penalty was assumed." 
(Exhibit 44, App. D, pp. 1, .6.) 

SDG&E apparently was preoccupied with the possibility of a Commission 
disallowance for rejected natural gas in 1919 and 198'0 and entered 
into the Restatee Agreement without adequate consideration of the 
possibility of excess LSFO in later years. We conclude that SDG&E: 
was unreasonable in signing the Restated Agreement based upo·n the 
information available to SDG&E at the time it entered into the 
agreement. 

~ The City in its brief takes SDG&E ,to task for entering into 
the Restated Agreement without conducting adequate stUdies. The City 
argues (1) SDG&E failed to stUdy and analyze alternatives to the 
Restated Agreement, (2) SDG&E failed to analyze future trends in LSFO 
availability and prices, (3) SDG&E failed to analyze the Restated 
Agreement from the ratepayer's perspective, and (4) 'SDG&E chose to 
rely upon arbitrary and unreliable forecasts when evaluatin.g the' 
costs and benefits of the Restated Agreement. The City concludes 

.-
that SDG&E was imprudent and unreas'onable because the utility did no,t 
have sufficient information to enter into the Restated Agreement. 

First, the City pOints out that in August, 1915, SDG&E had 
received the Gilbert Management Consultantts Report (Gilbert Report) 
introduced as Exbib1t 2 in A.~7780 and A.58263,. Tbe executive 
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summary to thi::; report is attached as Appendix A to D .. 90404, , cpoe 
2d 596 (1979). The Gilbert Report found SDG&E's documentation and 

~ltern~tive st~dies in support of its fuel decisions to be 
deficient~' The report further stated that more structured analysis 
~nd addi~ional' studies are needed to support SDG&E's actions.. ~ 

The City argues that SDG&E failed to undert,ake the analysi;S
recommended 1n the Cil~ert Report. First, SDG&E did not study the 
contract and i':s terms to see if more favorable, contract pro,visions 
could be negotiated. The Gilbert Report had identified several 
unfavorabl'e contract provisions which SDG&E did not even attempt to 
correct. Second, the ~t11ity's economic analysis did not analyze the 
alternatives 'of an underlift, sale, storage, or excess LSFO burn. 
The City asserts that each' of these alternative,s was, a potentiaJ. 
solution to the short-term LSFO oversupply. Howeve~, SDG&E chose to 
evaluotc only the alternative of a contract extension. The City 
concludes that SDG&E was imprudent and unreasonable because it failed e to COD'Jply with the Gil bert Repor,t '5 recommenda tio,ns. 

S~cond, the City points out that SDG&E did not have 
forecasts of spot market LSFO availability when it decided to sign 
the Restated Agreement. The utility also did not have any estimates 
of spot market LSFO prices or contract prices for the years 1979-
1983. 'The City maint~ins that without this forecast information 

SDG&E should not have entered into the Restated Agreement. 
The City contends that ~he burden of any exceS$ LSFO 

inventories in 1979 and 1980 would have been borne by SDG&E's 
shareholders since the carrying costs at tbat time were set in 
biennial general rate proceedings and were not recovered through 
ECAC. The City then points out that the two major costs examined by 
SDG&E were the carrying costs of excess LSFO inventory and, the 
possible, $1/'0'01 penalty for rejecting cheaper natural gas. B-oth 
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costs analyzed by SDG&E were costs to the shareholder, not the 
ratepayer. The City argues that SDG&E never evaluated the 
reasonableness of the Restated Agreement from the ratepayer's 
perspective. For this reason, the City characterizes SDG&E" s 
decision to sign the Restated Agreement as imp,rudent and unreasonable. 

Finally, the City'criticizes the gas forecast used, by SDG&E 
in analyzing the Restated Agreement,. The City point out that SDG&E:' s 
gas model had consistently understated the qt4anti ty o·f natural gas 
available for powerplant use in 1975, 1976, 1977, and 1918:. In late 
1978, SDG&E should have been well aware that its forecas·t1ng 
methodology was unreliable. 

The City claims that SDG&E's inaccurate gas forecasts 
resul ted in excess LSFO si tua tions 2.nd oil sale losses totaling $11. S 
million from '1976-1978. Despite this track record, SDG&E relied upon 
the same gas forecasting methodolog~r to' extend its contract with 
Tesoro. The City asserts that SDG&E's reliance upon a historically 
inaccurate gas forecasting methodology was imprudent and unreasonable. 

In its reply brief, SDG&Eresponds to each of, the City's 
arguments. 

First, SDG&E argues that '~ny analysis of the ~lternatives 
discussed in the City's 'brief would,have been an idle act. The 
utility claims that none of the alternatives was a practicalopt'ion 
in 1979. 

Second, SDG&E contends th.a t any long-term forecasts, of LSFO 
availability and prices would have been useless information. The 
utility desired to reduce its contract volumes with Tesoro and had to 
agree to buy more oil from Tesoro in order to reduce volumes in 1979' 
and 1980. Furthermore, SDG&E maintains that any 'long-term forecas,ts 
of LSFO prices would have been too speculative. 

- 20 -
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Third, SDG&E maintains that its decision to enter into the . 
Restated Agreement was based primarily upon ratepayer concerns. . The 
pur~ose of the agreement was to lower short-term LSFO deliveries so' 

. that cheaper natural. gas could be burned. The ratepayers would have 
received the short-term fuel savings o·f'the Restated Agreement, . not 
the shareholders. 

Fourth, SDG&E asserts that it relied upon the best 
available gas forecasts when deciding to sign the Restated 
Agreement. The utility emphasizes that all gas forecasts at that 
time proved to be inaccurate. Moreover, SDG&E pOint.s out that the 
City has offered no other source of information which the· utility 
could have turned to back in 1979. 

Despite SDG&E's protests, we are persuaded that the utility 
did not adequately study the long-term risks and. liabilities posed.· by,. 
the Restated Agreement. Ignoring past experience, the utility cho·se 
to commit itself to long-term LSFO supplies without even considering e the chance that despite pessimistic forecasts, natural gas or· other 
alternative resources would become available. SDG&E cho'se ins'tead to 
lock its resource mix into a take-or-pay LSFO contract through 198:3 
to avoid burdening its sharehold.ers with the short-term. carrying: 
costs of excess LSFO inventory and a penalty for rejecting natural 
gas. Apparently, SDG&E's management also was unmoved by the Gilbert 
Report's recommendations which were known at that time.· SDG&E's 
management was unreasonable in en~ering into the Rest.ated Agreement • 

. , 

\ 
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VI. Tesoro SusEension Agreement 

Si:l.cC we have found the underlyil'lg 1979 Restated Agreement 
to be unreasonable, the issues raised by the"982 Tesoro Suspension 
Agreement now a.re moot. Although wo find that SDG&Eproduced a. 
percipient witness on t.he 1982 issue and thus met its procedural 
burden ot proof, our finding that the 1979 agreement was unreasonable 
eliminates the necessity to consider whether we would have found 
SDG&E's presentation on the 1982 contract adequate from a 
reasonableness perspective. However, the Suspension Agreement did 
%:litigate the losses imposed by the Restated Agreement and 'will be 
considered in our eventual calculation of a disallowance .. 

Al thoug.'" we do not address the merits of st·aff ~s ca.se 
attacking SDG&E's negotiation of the Suspension Agreement, we will 

." 

state that SDG&E procedurally I:let its burden of" :proof on. this 
matter. SDG&E provided all available documentation of' fts .. 
negotiation efforts and perCipient '..",i tnesses to ,~xplain the e t ra."lsact ion. The lack of more extensi ve documen~tation or the :f'ailux:.e 
to call all possible percipie:l.t witnesses arc matters left to SDG&E's 
judgment in the presentation of its case. This record is sufficient 
~o render a decision. 

VII. Measure of' Damages ;Ii 

,ore direct SDG&E and sts.ff to prepare for the further 
hearings in this matter a calculation of th~ actual consequences of 
~he 1979 Restated. Agreement. For example, any realized fuel sa.vings 
in 1979 and 1980 due to the lower, contract v01umes should be offset 
against the actual costs that accrued in 1981-1983 due to a less 
economical resource mix or frotl underlift payments. Other tangible 
costs or 'benefits may be used in the calculation. 

From this calculation, we will determine an appropriate 
disallo'\o.".9,nce. In making the r$,teps,yer whole for the consequences of 
SDG&E's decision to enter into the 1979 Resta.ted Agreement,· we will 
consider the fin$.ncial impact of a disa.llows.nce on SDG&E since the e ratepayer ultimately may bear some of that impact. 
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SDG&E and stUf shall prepare and serve upon all parties .. 
testimony showing a calculation .of the economic consequences of the 
Restated Agreement within 20 days from today. 
Findings of Fact 

1. In A.8;-07-16, SDG&E requests adjustment o! its ECAC rate, 
, 

AER, and ERAM rate for a net revenue reduction of $57.; million. 
2. SDG&E's torecast resource mix is reasonable and should be 

adopted, apart from SONGS Unit 2· generation. 
:;. The staff's capacity factor tor SONGS Unit. 2 is consistent 

with the capacity factor adopted in D.S;-09-025 for SCE. 
4. SDG&Ets calculation of an LSFO inventory does not 

adequately consider affirmative action by management in an emergency 
situa.tion. 

5. SDG&Ets requested LSFO inventory level is excessive. 
6. The statf '.s LSFO inventory level of 1 ,006,.000 barrels is 

more reasonable than SDG&E's and should be adopted. e 7. An ECAC rate decrease of .:;85¢/kWh,. an AER increase o·f· 
.174¢/kWh, and an ERAN rate decrease of .426¢/kWh are reasona.ble· 
based on the 2.dopted forecast and LSFO inventory level. 

8. The above rate adjustments would produce So net revenue 
reduction of $65.5 million. 

9. On November 22, 1983, the Commission issued D.8)-11-09i in 
A.S2-02-40 and A.82-0;-6; which ordered SnG&E to reduce its ECAC 
rates by $38.9 million. 

10. On Decembe::- 12, 198;, SDG&E filed tariff SChedules as 
ordered in D.83-11-091 whicb lowered its 'EC:AC rate by • :;96¢/kWh. 

11. Since an ECAC decrease of $38.9 million has already 
occurred, the net reduction of revenue of $65.5 million should be. 
reduced by $38.9 million; SDG&E's ECAC rate should increase by 
.011¢/kWh rather than deerease by .;85¢/kvr~ .. 

, 

12.. At the time SDG&E entered into the 1979 Restated Agreemen'c" 
the utility had. a long-term contract with E:IRI fo·r LSPO ,deli veries 
throu&~ 1984 with an option to increase deliveries in 1981.~ 1982~ and e 198;. 
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13. At the time SDG&E entered into the 1979 Restated Agreement, 
the utility projected fuel savings of just $500,000 from the 
agreement. 

14. The 1979 Restated Agreement eliminated the flexibility in, 
contract volumes SDG&E had in the HIRI contract and suostituted an 
inflexible take-or-pay ooligation to Tesoro. 

15. The utility's economic analysis showed the 1979 Restated 
Agreement red.uced the probability of excess LSFO in 1979 and 198'0 out 
increased the prooaoility of excess LSFO in 19S1 and 1982'. 

16. At the time SDG&E entered into the 1979 Restated- Agreement~ 

the perceived oenefits did not outweigh the risks shown in the 
utility's own analysis. 

17. SDG&E was preoccupied with the possioility of a $1/bbl 
penalty for rejecting cheaper natural gas when it entered the 1919 
Restated Agreement. 

18. SDG&E entered into the 1979 Restated Aggreement to shield 
its shareholders from the carrying costs of an excess LSFO inventory' 
in 1979 and 1980. 

19. SDG&E did not conduct adequate studies before entering into 
the 1979 Restated Agreement. 

20. SDG&E did not follow the recommendations of the Gilbert 
Report oefore entering into the 1979 Restated Agreement. ,- . 

21. At the time SDG&E entered into the 1979 Restated Agreem~nt, 
the utility had not considered th~ possioility that more natural gas 
would be available than was forecast even though the utility'S gas 
forecasting methodology had consistently understated the volumes of 
natural gas that became available in 1975,. 1976, 1977" and, 1978-. 

21. Because the revision date or November 1, 198,3 is past, thi:s 
interim order should take effect on the date of issuance~' 
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Conclusions o~ Law 
1. SDG&E was unreasonable in entering the 1979 Restated 

Agreement with ~esoro because at that time the perceived bene:f'ite did 
not outweigh the risks shown in the utility's own economic analysis. 

2. SDG&E was unreasonable because the utility failed t~ 
conduct adequate studies before entering int~ the 1979 Restated 
Agreement. 

~. SDG&E was unreasonable because the utility attempted to 
shield the shareholders from Commission penalties and the short-term 
carr.y1ng costs of excess LSFO inventory at the long-term expense of' 
the ratepayers. 

4. SDG&E was unreasonable because the utility failed to 
adequately consider the possibility that greater quantities of 
natural gas than were forecast would become available despite its 
past experience in understating gas availability •. 

5. Further hearings should be held to determine the amount of e any disallowance. 

INTERIM ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. On or softer the effective date of this inte.r1m'. order, SDG&E 

shall file, in conformance with the provisions of General Order 96-A, 
revised tariff schedules reflecting the following rate adjustments: 

(a) ECAC rate increase of' .011¢/kWh. 
(b) AER increase of .174¢/kWh. 
(c) ERAM rate decrease of .426¢/kWh. 

The revised tariff schedules shall take effec:t 5 days at'ter fi11ng~' 
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2. Consistent with OUI" I"ecent decision in SDG&E's geneI"al I"ate 
case (D.83-12-065) the System Average PeI"centage Change MethO<1 w'ill 
be used to allocate the above I"evenue changes among customer- classes. 

3. SDG&E and statr shall prepare and serve on all parties 
testimony on the consequences of the 1979 Restated Agreement within 
20 d.ays from today. Ihis testimony will be received as evidence in 

" '0-

further hearings and will be the basis for determining.an al>propr!ate 
disallowance. 

4. SDG&E's motion to overturn the ALJ's ruling on·the 1979 
Restated Agre'ement is denied. 

Ihis order is effective tOday • 
. ' Dated FEB 1 1984 , at San Francisco" California. 
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e WILLIA..'1 or. BAGLEY, Commissioner, concurring 

I concur that there is a basis for the finding of 
II unreasonableness ". Having made such a finding, the Commission 
now orders further hearings on the dollar amount at issue. 

It would have been better to consider these two 
questions and to answer them in one proceedinq. First of all .. 
knowing the dollar amount would assist the Commission in deter
mininq the very question of reasonableness. Secondly, the 
bifurcated procedure exposes the utility, the ratepayer, and 
the investor to a period of financial uncertainty which benefits 
no one. 

Pending our·filj.al decision .. there will be speculation 
in the media and. elsewhere as to the possible magnitude of 
"dama9"es". Various gross a.."l'Iounts .. the- result 0: arith.-netic 
rather than eeliberation .. will be mentioned all because the 
eollar amount is left open. Again, this uncertainty is helpful 
to no ODe, potentially harmful to all and could have been easily 
avoided by a single decision process. 
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VI. Tesoro Suspen~ion Agreement 
--~~~~~~==~~~--~~ Since we have found the underlying 1979 Restated Agreement f/'Jo..JJ...t.'/"'-

I to be un'reasonable, the }:..s§ues raised by the 1982' Tesoro SuspensiE, !J-tv./ 
CAgreement now.ar~~.o.t-.> However, the Suspension Agreement, did ~ 

mitigate the losses imposed by the Restated Agreement and will be 

considered in our eventual calculation of a disallow,a,n·ce. 
/' 

Although we do not address the merit~'f staf"f's, case 

attacking SDG&E's negotiation of the Suspen~n Agreement, we will 
state that SDG&E procedurally met its bu~n of proof on this ' 

mat'ter. SDG'&E provided all availab10cu~entation of its 
negotiation efforts and percipient itnesses to explain the 

transaction. The lack of more e 
to call all pessible percipie 

ensive documentation or the failure 
witnesses are matters left to SDG&E's 

judgment in the presentatio of its case. " 'l'his record is sufficient 

to render a decisien. 

Measure of Damages 

We direct S G&E and staff to prepare for the further 

hearings in this ma ter a calculation of the actual c'onseCl.uences of 

the 1979 Restated greement. For example, any realized fuel savings 
in 1979 and 1980 due 'to the lewer contract volumes sheuld be offs,et 

against the ac?al costs that accrued in 1981-1983 due to· a less 
ecenomical resource mix or from underlift payments. Other tangible 
cests or benefits may be used. in the calculation~ 

,r/om this calculation, we will determine an appropriate 

disallewand'e. In making the ratepayer whele for the consequences of /,' , ' 
SDG&E' $ d/cision to ent.er into. the 1979 Restated Agreement, we will' V ' 
coosidef/tbe financial impact of a disallowance on SDG&E"s.ince the 

ratepayer ultimately may bear some of that impact. 
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